ENGLISH MAJOR--42 hours
All courses have the ENGLISH-prefix, unless otherwise noted.

CORE COURSES—all of the following:  15 hours
2120  Critical Writing About Literature
2320  Survey of English Literature I: Beginnings to Early Modernity
2340  Survey of English Literature II: Romantics to Post-Colonialism
2420  Survey of American Literature
2520  Multicultural Literature

WRITING COURSES—one of the following:  3 hours
3710  Craft of Creative Nonfiction
4025  Theory and Practice of Writing
4740  Poetry Workshop
4750  Fiction Workshop
4770  Applied Writing: Proposals & Grants
4775  Applied Writing: Technical Communication
COMM J 4735  Advanced Reporting

WRITING COURSES—one of the following:  3 hours
3710  Craft of Creative Nonfiction
4025  Theory and Practice of Writing
4740  Poetry Workshop
4750  Fiction Workshop
4770  Applied Writing: Proposals & Grants
4775  Applied Writing: Technical Communication
COMM J 4735  Advanced Reporting

LINGUISTICS COURSE—one of the following:  3 hours
TESOL 4110  Structure of English
TESOL 4120  Introduction to Linguistics

GUIDED LITERATURE ELECTIVES: at least two courses from each group
topics appropriate for each group may be offered in sections of 4159 [experimental course], 4186 Studies in . . .,
4188  Author Seminar:________, 4190  Seminar in Literature: ________, and 4688 Genre Seminar: ________.

a. Literature in English to 1800  6 hours
4310  Old English: Language, Literature, and Culture
4315  Early Modern Drama
4320  English Renaissance
4410  Early American Literature
4325  18th Century British Literature
4370  Chaucer
4375  Shakespeare
4380  Milton

b. Literature in English since 1800  6 hours
4330  British Romantic Writers
4335  British Victorian Writers
4340  British Novel to 1900
4345  20th Century British Novel
4420  The American Renaissance
4425  American Realism and Naturalism
4430  American Poetry to 1914
4445  20th Century American Novel
4602  Modern/Postmodern Poetry
4615  Modern Drama

6 hours
4615  Modern Drama

6 hours
4577  Blues and Jazz in African American
4588  World Literature Seminar: [variable topic]
4632  Literary Nonfiction
4652  Film and Literature
4660  Film History
4664  Film Theory and Criticism
4672  Electronic Literature

ELECTIVES in English linguistics, literature, or writing  3 hours
42 hours